Abstract

Nowadays, the importance of information and its correct use is widely accepted. The ability to aggregate information and put it on use for the right person at the right time becomes a critical issue for any organisation.

Taking their own experience, the authors seek to demonstrate how the implementation of information networks can be a competitive advantage for a higher education institution considering its strategic planning and knowledge management. Following a brief literature review, is presented an implementation proposal of an information network as a tool to improve the institutional performance. Such tool will address the increasing knowledge sharing practices and the organizational innovation potential.

The proposed information network follows a model that is an ongoing work and has been improved for more than a year, but with some results already delivered. The model takes insights from competitive intelligence and knowledge management ideas and proposes the use of working groups for discussing strategic information in order to enhance corporate performance.

In particular, this paper describes in detail the efforts undertaken in a particular higher education institution to foster a community of practice for the sharing of knowledge and to provide a competitive intelligence setting. As a result a number of projects as long as several initiatives where put into move taking advantage of existent but not already used skills.
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1. Introduction

Management and leadership in an organization is an increasing challenge and play a crucial role in our time. As many say, intangible resources are part of the equation, as Bernbom stresses “Managing a modern organization depends increasingly on managing the information and knowledge of and about that organization” (Bernbom, 2001).

As Bernbom, we also defend that within our current society – knowledge society – the organisations that make a correct use of information have the best conditions for success. They can do it by creating new knowledge, making more informed decisions, and increase the involvement of human resources in the organisation performance. They also have best changes to match human resource available skills with the organisation needs.

Information gathered is among one of the more important organisation resources. Specially, we must consider quality information both in usable and quantity reasonable portions. The institutions who were able to organise and take advantage of their own operations concerning information as gathering, processing, and dissemination systems are more able to inform their own strategy. Additionally, such
systems must provide better support to greater information quantity and complexity (that in turn will help decision making), and more efficacy and efficient information use. Creating an information system that fulfils the organisational information needs must take into consideration a setting that supports competitive intelligence. The system must provide a growing awareness of the actions that promote better results and help the organisation to choose the best strategies and innovative processes. Taking into consideration Fuld (2006) that defends the trend of information to repeat itself, an organisation that is able to create its own memory by gathering information in similar organisations, can ease its decision making process.

Fuld (2006) defends that business is pure competition. It is not possible to compete without strategic information as well without also the competitive knowledge generated by them. Information gathering must be a task of all the organisation staff, from the porter until its chairman. The managers need to learn how to incorporate the major lessons from competitive intelligence in daily business, as a resource to increase the organisational ability to analyse its competitors.

As a result of the theoretical background and the results gathered by the authors, our goal is to show in what way a competitive intelligence system was envisage for a higher education institution (HES), and how it can be considered as a strategic tool for tracking its performance.

The competitive intelligence theory allows us to advance a working proposal to develop a networked system to engineering strategic information in a higher education institution context – University Fernando Pessoa. Its use in the university in a similar way of other organisation types can help to improve the organisational performance, by letting a large number of his academic community to access information that may become critical to get competitive advantages: “The challenge is to convert the information that
Currently resides in those individuals and make it widely and easily available to any faculty member, staff person, or other constituent” (Bernbom, 2001).

2. Strategic positioning for the XXI century Higher Education Institutions

The Higher Education Institutions (HEI) are currently facing a huge pressure to better respond in a number of dimensions that provide some conflicting interests and constitute each one, great challenges, considerable financial investment, and possess change potential (Fincher, 1998):
- increase both efficacy and efficiency;
- become excellent in their areas;
- support a balance between gender, minorities rights and the same opportunities for everyone;
- operate under the principle of shared authority;
- support centralised decision policies that are effective.

Civil society waits that HEIs demonstrate the importance of their daily work. One of the more relevant demonstrations is provided by knowledge transfer incorporated into products and services that have been really useful for the society in a reasonable time. As Debackere et al. (1996) state “…universities are demanded not only to play an active role in science and technology development, but also in turning those developments into useful innovations whenever possible and desirable”.

Other factors are also important ones, as the case of the business opportunity for education in an Information Society context, as defended by Morgan (2005) “As we move into the new «information economy» knowledge becomes the critical resource, and the educational sector the key to unlocking its full potential. By all accounts a vibrant educational system should prove to be one of the main growth sectors of the future.”

Turner and Perry (2002) summarise that a HEI, in order to promote its own sustainable and competitive role, need to create and maintain academic and administrative systems that follows the technologic transformations and help the institution to respect its mission and accomplished its goals.

3. Competitive Intelligence

We can define Competitive Intelligence (CI) as a systematic process of information gathering, processing, analysis and decomposition. The process is conducted within the context of the external environment of the organisation activities, with the major goal of supplying the right information, at the right moment, in the correct structure, to the right person, in order to support the best decision possible.

The decision making is an increasing high risk process. Thus, it is fundamental that organisations enhance their systems in order to diminish the risk in decision taking. Any process of decision taking must be based on the resources that the one who decides can have, and that can influence her/him using a particular strategy among several possible. On that sense, they must be aware of some concerns in knowing whose technologies area available and what are the general business trends that may support the people who decide – such systems need to allow a deep analysis of a high number of factors, before a given path is choose. To increase the CI process efficacy, the execution time is crucial because the decision making does not need a high quantity of information, but the correct one.

4. A Competitive Intelligence proposal for a Higher Education Institution

HEI represent a very specific type of organization. As stated by Morgan (2005): “To be effective, organizations need to structure themselves through models that are appropriate (…)” thus, this section discuss the basic components that are important for providing a competitive intelligence proposal for Higher Education Institution.
4.1. Choice of strategic areas

A CI system has its roots from the information needs felt by an organisation. On that sense, the first step to be followed was the definition of the areas considered as having more strategic value, and considered them as priority ones to be considered. The choice of strategic areas that implies the creation of efficient processes for information gathering, analysis, processing is among the frequent ones to be chosen. Their choice must take into consideration the following factors:

1. areas that can provide more potential growth for the institution;
2. areas more sensitive to the daily operation of the institution;
3. areas that can improve the institution strengths.

4.2. Operacional model

The next step is the operational model that allows the support of the CI system implementation. We need to take into consideration that such competitive intelligence system needs to include people, technology and processes.

There is no obligation to an organisation to have a minimal size to have a CI system or some special staff requirements. To follow the proposed model within the UFP context (University Fernando Pessoa can be considered as a medium size enterprise), it was decided to involve several people in part time. The team is composed by teachers, administrative staff and old students in order to cover all the considered strategic areas also chosen taking into consideration the high level of human capital that exists: "in order to make effective use of knowledge, a network must be built up in which the knowledge and experience of employees are available." (Seufert et al, 1999).

4.3. Governance

Taking a similar path to the one followed by business world, it was considered the importance of the gathering of strategic information and its correct management, as well as the associate knowledge management practices involved to obtain strategic advantages for the institution. As a result, it is proposed the creation of the Information Office or the Knowledge Office with the nomination of a Chief Knowledge Officer (CKO) or Chief Information Officer (CIO) that provides the required human leadership.

As defended by Queyras and Quoniam (2006) “The implementation of a CI system (…) is just possible of being conducted from a top-down perspective.” As a result, the system manager must be appointed by the university board. Among his/her qualifications (both academic and professional) must be include the area of competitive intelligence. The person must have a clear knowledge of the goals that must be met, and also must have a strong notion of the work that each working group must perform. The CI leader is also the one who must have a global vision of the project and impose itself as the leader of all the groups involved. Among his/her skills are a strong leadership sense and soft skills that enable him/her to extract all the potential from the available resources, not just people, but also the other types of institution resources that allow to accomplish the specified goals.

The CKO or the CIO will be responsible for the goal definition, for the group coordination, and for the results presentation and assessment. This position will allow him/her to work directly with the institution board, in order to develop his/her work according the strategic goals established for the organisation.
4.4. The creation of middle units and area managers

One of the group components that need to take extra attention on the design of a CI system is the relationship between people, technology and the processes – the information system. Lauer (2006) reinforces this by stating that "Action teams have helped move organizations ahead and will help even more in the future. They focus on priority initiatives and harness the best talent in the organization to do the job."

Following the literature, we defend the creation of strategic groups (SG), named this way because those groups are responsible to deal with the areas of the HEI strategic development already presented. The SGs have their activity based on the following tasks:

- the accomplish of their work on competitive intelligence and knowledge management in their specific area;
- the promotion of interaction between the different services and areas that exist in the University Fernando Pessoa organisation;
- the involvement of human resources highly qualified that develop research work as part of their professional activity. The research is related with knowledge areas considered strategic for the institution.

The SG must be created based on the following requirements:

- based on group work: the groups must be composed by people that have the skills to work in the group and have a motivation for sharing knowledge as well to perform their activity within a cooperative and collaborative framework;
- develop information and knowledge networks: strategic group members must promote networking with the highest number possible of people and institutions witch allow them to gather information in diversity and quality to its own group and for the institution;
- multidisciplinary: by its participation, people with different background and qualifications (even know that certain profiles must be mandatory to support the group activity),experiences, interests, and cultures provide the multidisciplinary needed to turn the group richer and increase its know-how;
- articulate institution needs with personal subject interests as a main strategy to motivate people;
- foster the importance of advancing knowledge, gather intelligence and the willing of being competitive.

We believe that must considered two different types of strategic groups: internal ones (that group type only with people belonging to the institution), and blended (where some of the group members are externals to the institution).

The internal strategic groups are composed by teachers, specialists/researchers in the areas where the group has its activity, administrative staff that within the context of its own daily activity can be influenced by the group work. The blended groups are composed by teaching staff, administrative staff, old and current students of the institution, by institution external members from different society sectors (that may contribute with relevant information at the information needs level in the areas of training, research and development).

As pointed out by Damaskopoulos (2002), the described groups can be of help because “...innovation is not something that is happening «inside» firms but rather at the interfaces of firms with markets, structures of competition, and the regulatory and institutional environments within which firms operate. Open-source networks of cooperation are composed of teams of company employees and entrepreneurs outside the official structures of companies as well as within such structures.” Community source models often found with the context of open source software development projects can be of use in our context.
4.5 People

A critical issue to the model success is the correct selection of the people and their placement. Regarding the placement, human resources must perform their work where they can add more value for the community, promoting efficacy in the competence management as defended by Tarapanoff e Aguiar (2006): “Defining the competitive strategy, an enterprise identifies the business core competences and the competences needed for each individual function.”

Taking as reference Carneiro (2004) “the secret of the competitive advantage is in the capacity of making a competitive advantage of both people intelligence and its competencies…” that make the institution what really is and is capable to react to.

4.6 Technology

Like Gilliland-Swetland (2001), we defend that at the moment of deciding which the technology support to be used for the CI system, representatives from each area must be involved as a workgroup to develop the storage and data management issues. This group has a mission of establishing the software development requirements to the data gathering and its storage. Additionally, the group members must promote good practices for dealing with the data lifecycles.

At the strategic level, as proposed in a strategic plan from the year 2000, “UC 2010: a New Business Architecture for the University of California” is defended the need for an academia that follows the trends existing in the business world. This result also on the need of making investments in technologic platforms that allows the development of Internet based systems, designed to support self-service...
facilities, with administrators and administrative staff having at their will, a group of tools that allow them to perform their job in an autonomous and informed way.

As stated by Lyman (2001) HEI institutions, although historic centres for knowledge discovery, they have being traditionally not very prone to use information and communication technologies to increase organisational innovation or to increase its relationship with society. Even considered that current economy values promote and acknowledge more and more learning and research practices. To the same author, one of main reasons to this phenomena is related with the way information is considered in a HEI – normally as a requirement and a resource available as part of the infrastructure, and not as a strategic resource to inform the decision process.

Lyman (2001) point out three main strategic landmarks for the use of technologies in a HEI context: efficiency; productivity; and innovation. Once again it is stressed the importance of networked links as described by the author as the infrastructure key master, as they are crucial to provide organisational flexibility. Lyman (2001) asserts that one of the information technology main contributions to knowledge management is to provide virtual communities support, allowing networks operate independent from time and space restrictions. Virtual communities can contribute as:

- efficiency enhancers (by allowing to change production processes which, in turn, allow the increase on quality of the performed work);
- productivity advantages (by facilitating the information access, productivity indexes also have potential to increase);
- innovation (the new social relations developed can facilitate the creation of new projects).

Gilliland-Swetland (2001) argues that information management systems must have a number of characteristics: being large scale databases, having index and cataloguing system that help identifying existing resources recover, and are structured as networked based, develop activities relations with data collections, a network based structure, and the sharing of open activities in the institutional context.

Wallace e Riley (2001) defend that, considering a decision making support and knowledge management perspective, there is only added value to information when more than data storage software, analytical processes online highly complex, are fundamental and allow a fast and flexible access to storage data.

This way, the design of information systems to support decision making and knowledge management must be considered a priority in a higher education institution, such as the case of University Fernando Pessoa, which has the conditions and the willing to be among the first to adopt the described practices.

4.7. Processes

As an operational principle, we defend the creation of a networked based organisation with people sharing information and knowledge. Those people develop their daily activity taking proper attention to the gathering, processing and offering of strategic information in order to provide a better academic community performance in strategic areas for the institution, and thus by consequence, fostering the quality and performance of the university itself as an institution.

Base on Pacheco (2001) “A network is defined by their nodes and its links... although the nodes number in a network grows arithmetically, the value of the net grows exponentially...”. The same author says that “A structure networked based allows that the information can be distributed at the same time for every nodes, which allows in turn instantaneous information for those who are linked with the covered nodes...”.

With this model, we believe that it is easier the creation of new knowledge – “What is of prime importance is that creation and sharing processes are encouraged, not just the accumulation of data as in a data-warehouse...The openness and richness of networks are believed to foster a fertile environment for the creation of entirely new knowledge, while also accelerating the innovation rate” (Seufert et al, 1999).
We want to propose an organisation that bets on the wisdom sharing, which in turn can facilitate individual work. This can be started by creating a small network to distribute information and knowledge (both explicit and tacit).

**Environmental Scanning**
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**Information and Comunication Technologies**

Figure 3. Integration of information management and knowledge management in the strategic planning, source: Tarapanoff (2006)

Also, a number of processes are required to be considered as represented in figure 4. The model has four parts, and for each, must be verified the existing of the associated areas in the particular order as they are represented. This means that before implementation, we need to specify the system, and even before consider of list of the existing resources, and first of all, what are the information needs to fulfil.
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Figure 4. Implementation process of a CI system, adapted from (Taborda and Ferreira 2002)
5. Conclusion: critical success factors and corresponding goals

The authors believe that the system can only have success if a number of requirements are met. Such requirements are considered critical success factors as they need to be fulfilled in order to achieve the initial goals for the project. As a result, a number of Critical Success Factors were identified:

- Involving a remarkable number of people: composed by the university staff, but also by students and stakeholders. In such way, is created a competitive advantage to the university based on the interest of several people;

- A special care in the human resources activity assuring that each member must have knowledge qualifications and become part of a strategic group;

- Provide training in competitive intelligence and knowledge management to group members. In order to turn the work more efficient (using existing tools and the related with the Internet). One of the relevant competences is that the several members of a given group are close together, for what they need a strong culture of continuous information;

- The work of several strategic groups must occur in a systematic and orderly way: the existence of different groups will allow the information gathering by the organisation from different areas. Additionally, it possibly to gather know-how (seen here as knowledge resulting from all the members of a group). These activities can have some impact in the organisation economy as they provide new ideas, innovations and simple improvements in the organisation work activities. It is also one of the CI system goals, increase the distribution of the generate knowledge, by the strategic sectors of the institution;

- Existence of excellent leadership, considering the management level of the group of strategic groups and at the group level. As a result we need have a valid and optimal process to nominated leaders. Some of its requirements are: they must be good listeners; they need to know how to foster activity; they need to have the ability to turn each others work more easy; they must be able to control and follow projects and they must be concerned with their own projects;

- Benefit the group work and the network: the strategic group members must felt as part of all, beyond their own concerns. All the members from each interest group must contribute to the success of the other group whit information sharing among them. Take into consideration such values it is possible to fulfil the proposed goals, faster and easier.

As a conclusion, we may say that the institution that can put into practice a CI system in its organisation can get a more closed and friendly community, more informed and with a strong sense of the skills setting that may enhance its own success. Decision makers can felt themselves safer with less decision risk, as they have more information. Additionally, they also benefit from a higher number of people that have information about the institutional strategic goals and thus, a higher number of workers that are focus on accomplished those goals.

“The future belongs to organizations that learned to truly unleash the creative powers of self-organizing project communities, knowledge networks, open source teams, and other new ways of work and learning…The challenging task of leadership is to encourage a fundamental re-organization of work so that it can be truly inspiring to people to invest their attention in it.” (Pör e van Bekkum, 2003)

The university that will be able to organise itself to innovate, has the opportunity to gain competitive advantages when compared with other higher education institutions, in a way as defended by Porter (1998), who says that “enterprises can obtain some competitive advantage through innovative actions, including the use of technology as providers for news models to accomplish goals.”, such ideas are also shared by Canongia et al, (2004), saying “the organisation innovation potential is actually considered as one of the most important features of the competitive organisations.” Thus, we strongly believe that the
adoption of competitive intelligence practices in higher education institutions will help them to become more prepared for dealing with its activity within higher quality standards for customer service.

In that sense, it urges to use such ideas on the higher education institutional strategic plan. For that, we need to rethink the way information systems, and above all, information management is conducted in a higher education setting.
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